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YOU?

BIRTHDAYS & 
ANNIVERSARIES
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SAFETY 
TEAM
(pg. 8)

SERVICE 
AWARDS (pg. 11-12)(find out  

on pg. 2-6)

Our little “producers’ row” is stacked inside and out with shiny new locations for eating, learning and taking in 
the Zingerman’s experience!  It’s a jewel of a place, wrapped up inside an industrial park. The Shangri-la of south 

Ann Arbor. The Emerald City of Pittsfield Township. The Atlantis of Ann Arbor.

We’ll have samples, demos, exclusive eats, lots of great discounts, balloons, face-painting, and even live music!

SATURDAY, MAY 5TH & SUNDAY, MAY 6TH
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Alise Kwiatkowski appreciates:
Megan M: I wanna appreciate this lady for 

being so willing and ready to help others. Not 

only on a professional level but a personal level 

as well. It doesn’t go unnoticed:)

angela appreciates:
ricky: Thank you Ricky for being so awesome 

and improving my Monday! 

Lynette: Thank you Lynette for bringing in some 

delicious sweet treats for the crew to try this 

morning. I absolutely love pistachio anything, 

so I might need to show up at your house to 

snag a few from your freezer. Just sayin’. 

TY TY! 

jen: Jen was so considerate for a couple of us 

who are eating lower carbs, and made the crew 

some amazing low carb treats for us. Those 

sausage and cheese balls were amazing! Thank 

you, Jen! 

sam and the em kitchen crew: Me and the 

entire Service Center literally cheer and always 

show up for Sam and the EM crew’s amazing 

Nacho Day. It’s like a holiday every time Nacho 

Day comes around, complete with jokes and 

songs about nachos. It literally is an energy 

boost, a 2 second improvement, and just the 

highlight of our day. Thank you! 

anthony appreciates:
bethaney: Bethaney is awesome and one of the 

best bussers. So sad to see her go.

melina, graham: It was super cool food running 

for the first time in a while. Graham and Melina 

were really helpful with reintroducing me 

to food running concepts. 

evan: Evan was super helpful today. He was 

able to help out in the bar and went above and 

beyond for guests.

sammy: Sammy is awesome and I love her!

rachel, mandie: Rachel and Mandie are my two 

favorite people to open with! So awesome!

lila: Big thanks to Lila for all her help today! 

She saved me from entering the weeds.

rachel: Rachel helped bus some tables today 

during the brunch rush! It was awesome!

anthony skipper appreciates:
bob: I brought up the idea of doughnuts biscuits 

to Bob and he made a dessert out of it, and 

named it after me! It’s such a blessing to have 

a collaborative workplace. Such an honor!

asherman appreciates:
sharon scott: Sharon is the most amazingly 

thoughtful human being! I was giving her 

recommendations a month ago for restaurants 

in Grand Rapids, and I mentioned that I had the 

best quiche ever a few years ago at Sweetie-

licious in the Downtown Market. When she was 

in Grand Rapids, she revealed her secret plan 

to bring me back a slab of the quiche but was 

foiled when they were sold out! I was touched 

by the thought and sad that she didn’t get to 

experience it for herself. Today, Sharon surprised 

me with quiche that she had gotten from a dif-

ferent Sweetie-licious location! Not only did she 

get me this beautiful gift of quiche (food is for 

sure the way to this girl’s heart), but she asked 

Joan to pick it up from her house and bring it to 

me to make sure that I would be able to enjoy 

it despite Sharon not being in the office for a 

few days. I am completely blown away! Thank 

you so much Sharon (and Joan)!

arianna tellez is all smiles for:
emily, michael, ayah: thanks for the amazing 

experience at the ZingTrain dinner! Way to 

bring major positive energy 

audrey appreciates:
amy: Amy is such a great server and she’s so 

nice! She asked me how I was doing and is 

amazing w/ everyone!

audrey phillips appreciates:
taylor gomez: Taylor is AMAZING!! She’s 

always so fun to work with and is so sweet!! 

Love her!

ayah: Ayah is such a great server and always 

puts her guests/coworkers first! She’s so fun 

to work with!

yelta, katie: Yelta and Katie are great hosts, 

they are so fun to work with and treat the 

guests so greatly!

bethaney harris appreciates:
taralyn, jim: I had a great day in the Common 

with Taralyn and Jim. They did a great job of 

pre-busing and communicating the needs of the 

room. Thank you!!

danny, ayah: Danny and Ayah are great 

co-workers! They both kept everything light and 

fun, pre-bus perfectly, and finesse the heck out 

of guests!

bethany appreciates:
Ayah and Dennis: Ayah asked the Kitchen to cut 

up some kids steaks for a guest so Mom and 

Dad didn’t have to. This floored the parents and 

they were so touched that our chefs would do 

that for them and that Ayah thought of their 

needs in that way. Great job both Ayah and 

Dennis for making some greens into evergreens.

bethany zinger appreciates:
Mark Solo: Mark did a wonderful job training 

with Liam the other night, he was incredibly 

thorough which is something that is really 

needed when training new staff. Jacob pulled 

me aside to tell me Mark went above and 

beyond to make sure that Liam knew what 

some of our more popular foods tasted like. He 

got some bbq from the line and did a learnin’ 

with him. Way to go dude! 

sharon kramer: Sadly one of our staff had to 

go home sick on Wednesday, lucky for all of us 

Sharon was working! She didn’t even hesitate 

to jump in and help when needed. She even 

went above and beyond to do all of the closing 

side work even though she had already worked 

a really long day. Sharon is always the first 

person to pitch in and help when needed. I 

can’t even express here how much gratitude I 

have for this amazing women! 

marcus stewart: Marcus went above and 

beyond for a table on Friday night. The guest 

thought that the spicy mayo was too spicy 

and wanted a sweet dipping sauce. So Marcus 

as to not disturb the lines flow during dinner, 

made the guest a sauce! They were blown 

away by his gesture! This is a great example of 

a low cost/no cost that really turns greens to 

evergreens. Thank you, Marcus! 

bob bennett (chef bob) appreciates:
enrique: for always answering the call!!

danny merkel: I love fish n chips and Danny’s 

are spectacular!

cullmann appreciates:
asherman: Alex made AMAZING brownies with 

Chocolat Moderne Drinking Chocolate and 

Browned Butter Milk Chocolate.

They are as wondrous as they sound. Every 

nibble is a taste sensation -- very chocolatey 

with the browned butter flavor adding depth 

and interest to the overall experience. Thank 

you so much, Alex!!!

dackerman appreciates:
alex sherman: 10...And Alex is great

Angela “Watty” Watts: Time and time and 

time and time again Angela wows me with her 

fantastic internal service. She’s so good, she 

Scotty Pippens me into feeling like MJ on a day 

to day basis by facilitating my successes. When 

I turn to give the high five, she’s off dunking on 

the tasks and room expectations so hard I’m 

like, “I thought I was MJ but actually Pippen 

is Pippen and also MJ holy cow!” We sit on 

opposite sides of the room, but it’s the greatest 

pleasure of my day to hear her soothing service 

voice weave through the often chaotic room. 

You can pick your 
own appreciation  
synonyms using 
the Zingtranet  

drop-down menu!
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Those melodious tones turn our phone script 

into the opening bars of a great external service 

aria, and I can sleep easy knowing she’s makes 

sales for us instead of Zabar’s. That’s because 

she’s no one-trick-pony, she’s an internal/exter-

nal service unicorn.

When it’s PL o’clock, she leads those sweet 

processes with an air of grace and impressive ef-

fortlessness that leaves me scratching my head 

when I try to pull the same stunts on my own 

PL shifts. Luckily, she’s always there to help 

me out and make me look good in front of the 

warehouse people. When a pocket sized hole 

and a botched stitch job threaten to ruin my day 

and thus my capacity for service, she dives in 

with a needle and thread and patches my jacket 

and spirit in one fell stab. She may be a Jedi 

because she can sense when my energy isn’t 

as high as it could be and waves the light saber 

of internal service to keep the energy lampreys 

away. Angela is so good at what she does that 

I can barely bring my powers of documentation 

to any fruitful result through a code green, but 

here I am trying to make it happen. Thank you, 

Angela, for being the Pippen-MJ - greatest ever 

born-external service unicorn - PL Queen-Great 

Service Evergreen-Jacket repair - always there-

hero-of-the-service-center. Thank you. 

Lynette Christian: This is a very satisfied 

customer note–Our original order was thought 

to have been lost when it had not appeared for 

some three weeks and Lynette could not locate 

it through the UPS tracking system when I 

called to inquire.Lynette took charge and agreed 

to send us a duplicate order plus two bags of 

Martelli Spaghetini.

Lo and behold, the next day the original order 

arrived. Every thing seemed to be in tact 

but the box had been opened (and resealed 

poorly), each item’s packing had been opened 

somewhat, and the usual invoice had been 

torn off. I immediately called and was told that 

the duplicate order-plus had already been sent 

and we were not to send the first batch back. 

That was well done, and we appreciate such 

service and thoughtfulness. The second batch 

just arrived.

Thank you. Richard Fischer, Stillwater, OK.

Sharon Scott: Thanks, Sharon, for having my 

back.

Liz Crowe: OMG. The woman who helped me 

was a dream. She was simply magnificent. As 

soon as I got off the phone I told my husband 

how great the order experience was. Seriously. 

And I usually don’t respond to these survey 

requests. But really, she was bright, engaging, 

efficient and amazing customer service. 10+ 

Have her call me back and I will place an 

order for myself (she sent packages to my 

kids which should arrive for game time 

tonight. Go blue!) J

Beth “Coach” Holloway: Beth has a nifty way 

of fixing mistakes while simultaneously teach-

ing you exactly how you caused the mistake. 

Thanks Beth, for gently correcting me when I 

am wrong.

kitchen at Greyline: Our catering order at 

Greyline the same night 1-27-18 was terrific! 

Kudos to the kitchen at Greyline.

Janice Mann appreciates:
Catherine Chansard: Hi Catherine, Thanks so 

much for your kind note. I am the cheerleader 

for Zingerman’s here Auburn, and everyone 

knows it. They also show up whenever I re-

ceive an order. I was kind of you to write and 

I do appreciate the touch. Best of everything, 

but then you have that already!!!! Hugs to 

you, Horti

dcolligan appreciates:
Keely: Guest called regarding graduation 

day reservations and Keely was able to both 

apologize for being overbooked that day and 

also ensure he’d come back at a later time.

Emily Airhart is turning cartwheels for:
kevin Jarson: For shoveling and salting for 

three hours tonight. The snow was so wet and 

mush the snowblower was about useless! 

You’re awesome! 

evan griffith appreciates:
chef chris chx pot pie: Thank you Chris for the 

consistently delicious e-meals. No one does it 

like you!! P.S. Make a chicken pot pie special!! 

It was delicious!

graham kelly appreciates:
robinn: Robinn is always super quick to help 

no matter if she’s bussing, running or washing 

dishes. Today she took the condiments from a 

table I was bussing even though she was food 

running. 

ian charpie appreciates:
gaelan: Gaelan is the MAN! Y’all know why:)

sarah (aka amanda): Sarah just being awe-

some, as usual (but seriously, you rock)!

michael: On their way out, a couple customers 

sitting at 113 told Michael what a great job he 

did and gave some very satisfying fist bumps. 

Always nice to see appreciative customers!

sarah bartlett: Sarah/Amanda recognized I 

wasn’t feeling the best and has been very 

helpful/understanding with breaks today, which 

was very helpful and appreciated!

jakub h appreciates:
ayah, taralyn: Thank you so much to Taralyn 

and Ayah for the excellent service. Always a 

pleasure to work with these two. 

jamie t appreciates:
Sharon: I want to give Sharon a HUGE shout out 

for being flexible and a team player. I thought 

that I could make it into work after taking 

the red eye back from California and seriously 

miscalculated my ability to rebound and have 

the energy to work. Sharon stepped up to cover 

my position in Business Gifts humbly and very 

last minute leaving the comfort of the Shift Lead 

station. Her flexibility meant that I could literally 

rest easy and know that the Business Gifts 

department was in EXCELLENT hands where 

the energy was kept high and great customer 

service was given. She truly makes coming to 

work fun and enjoyable and I am happy to call 

her a co-worker/friend/teammate. 

Jen k appreciates:
Angela: Thank you Angela for purchasing and 

preparing the peppers for the Cheese Steak 

Hoagie Stuffed peppers. And the A1 sauce, a 

must have to cheese steak anything!

angela watts (watty!): Angela made buffalo 

chicken meatballs for us. They were hot when 

she arrived. I have been wanting to try this 

recipe and now I know that I will make it! 

Thank you, Angela.

Jennifer Hall sends Xs and Os to:
matt: your all staff huddle facilitation - really 

the best!

gary: super awesome deli kids coloring page 

hall of fame website

christine: great communication at cash about 

coupon sales

patrick f: super selling mac and cheese for zero 

waste on mac and cheese mondays

valentina: gorgeous Passover photos and tweets 

about all things

nancy e: all things Passover, including beautiful 

food styling

deli kitchen: for making a round of passover 

early so we could take photos

nicole: soup bowls! french toast friday!

roxanne, kristin and gary: planet zing ZCoB 

vision statement is inspiring

pattie at zmo: thanks for the time you took to 

walk me through online scheduling

mandie at roadhouse: you made my kid’s 11th 

birthday extra special, thank you!

kim: benefits party - you’re so amazing!

ari: thanks for stopping by our kids tasting, they 

really enjoyed singing to you!

jrestrick appreciates:
casey cromas: our new key to belly deli did not 

work this morning. Casey tried it twice and after 

no success he offered to take it later to help me 

not miss a meeting. Casey is always willing to 

go the extra mile for both his co-workers and 

our customers. Thanks as always sir!!

jticknor appreciates:
Jen k: Jen makes my Sunday’s great 

each week. Thanks again for 
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bringing in food and making great recipes each 

time!

margaret: Margaret shared kitten photos...

stephanie: stephanie shared that where I’m 

going to in New Hampshire isn’t too far from 

where she grew up...

Jess: Jess wrote code greens...thanks for help-

ing make our weekly goal

Jen K: Jen way to be enthusiastic about the 

code green line 

spike: Spike shared his Samoas...and they 

always taste better when they are someone 

else’s. Thanks for the midday pick me up. 

Sharon (and Alex): Sharon shared the face 

masks she used (courtesy of Alex). I’m excited 

to try them!!

zmo: From BG survey: LOVED the products 

and y’alls customer service is THE BOMB!! 

Customer service is SPOT ON!! This is my 

second time and y’all were hands down THE 

better company to work with. I’m so impressed 

with everyone I spoke with! Each time they 

were friendly and I LOVED that y’all were nice 

enough to send me something y’all were out 

of just because! Amazing! Keep it up!  We 

are coming to Detroit in June and I’m hoping 

to make a trip to your place if I can get away! 

Gotta get another loaf of that amazing bacon 

bread! 

Jen k: Jen surprised me with a breakfast 

sammie from T Ho’s and I really needed it this 

am. Thanks Jen

karen: Karen made a really delicious “cake/

bread” the other day using the Lemon Oil and 

was very gracious to share with the Service 

Center and make sure that we were taken care 

of too!

tess: Tess is an awesome gal in the Cheese 

Room. Thanks for hand delivering my Pril. 

Everyone will thank you when I don’t get 

hangry in the afternoon! 

mystery gift giver: Thanks to the mystery 

gift giver of the “crazy cat lady dress up.” It 

brought a smile to my face.

jyim appreciates:
Afrim of the kitchen: Afrim jumped into 

help short-staffed Roadhouse Catering get 

breakfast to ZingTrain (helped pack the order & 

delivered). I so appreciated Afrim’s competent 

actions to help us (RH & ZT) out. Ultimately 

our guests experienced no disruption in service 

for what could have been a less than great 

customer service situation, which I ultimately 

appreciate. And was impressed since Afrim 

helped out in a way that is not part of his usual 

RH role.

kegan appreciates:
Taralyn: Taralynn is such a superb teammate, 

I got to help her out getting coffee for a table 

when she was swamped for a second then she 

bussed a couple of tables for me. Might not 

sound like a lot, but after bussing all morning 

that is the definition of an extra mile!

lila griffith appreciates:
brandon: Brandon is a great worker. He worked 

alone tonight and did such a great job that I 

didn’t even notice that he was by himself. We 

all appreciate his work ethic.

joe: Joe is very friendly, polite, and efficient. 

It’s a delight to work with him. He’s also very 

helpful to all coworker foh and boh. He says 

hello to everyone everyday and he always has 

a upbeat positive attitude. 

Sharon Calvin danny: Today I was the busser 

for Calvin, Danny, and Sharon. Everyone did a 

superb job today. It made my day easier. 

I really appreciate when I get to work with 

servers who actually prebuss their tables. And 

Sharon is so amazing that she fully busses most 

of her tables.

Emma: Emma is very helpful and efficient. 

She’s a true joy to work with. Thanks for all 

your hard work and help Emma...

Lisa, Rachel, Elsha, kayla, Kaitlyn, Bethany, 

Taylor. Morgan, Maria, Sara, Marcy: March is 

National Womens history Month. I’ve never 

paid attention to this, until I started working 

at the roadhouse. I just want to say what a 

pleasure it is to have such a powerful and posi-

tive female enforcement in the workplace as a 

minority woman. All of you ladies are doing a 

phenomenal job. I am so truly proud, inspired, 

and humbled by each and every one of you.

P.S. Kayla you once said that you aren’t a 

natural born leader, but you are. A natural born 

leader is someone who people want to follow 

and listen to, not someone people have to listen 

to. You were an excellent manager.

lucas t appreciates:
service, food: I heard a guest say that the ser-

vice was great and the food was so amazing.

lucas tumilo appreciates:
Overheard customer saying how much they 

loved the steak

Laura Wonch high-fives:
Nicole: TY for TGIFTF! 

Kyle: Steppin’ up into the ‘substitute’ role!

Patsy: ruleing at replen!

Betty: for getting the gears going for 

Zing100!!!!!

Matt: Expo-lent work!!

Cori: for time traveling, llamas, and improving 

the work

Lynette appreciates:
Margaret: Thank you to Margaret for bringing 

in the precious nectar known as DIET COKE. 

Bless you.

Ashini: Big thanks to Ashini for bringing in 

breakfast burritos this morning! I appreciate 

your thoughtfulness and that my morning is 

now 100% more delicious.

Ashini: A while back I picked up a shift for 

Ashini. I like to pick up as many shifts as 

possible, but this one came with a promise of 

cookies! This was a few weeks ago, and since 

then I had forgotten the cookies and had also 

gotten a couple of weeks into a low carb diet. 

Imagine my surprise when Ashini came in today 

with a big batch of LOW CARB COOKIES.

This was so incredibly thoughtful of her to take 

my dietary choices into consideration and to 

use ingredients she does not normally use. They 

were absolutely delicious to say the least... low 

carb or not, I think they might be one of the 

best cookies I’ve ever had! I can’t thank you 

enough, Ashini.

Maddie appreciates:
Bella: Bella is so great to work with. She 

brings positive vibes to every situation, and is 

great at doing little things to make guests and 

co workers day brighter. Thank you for you 

kindness Bella! 

mandie: Mandie got a compliment from some 

guests today. They asked us her name and said 

that she always goes the extra mile without be-

ing asked. She is so great to work with always 

makes sure guests leave with a smile come 

back later. Thanks, Mandie!

bella and kristin: I loved working with Kristin 

and Bella this morning. They are a great team 

and kept my energy high all day. I can’t wait to 

work with them again soon!

Joey: I absolutely love working with joey. He 

always knows how to put a smile on everyone’s 

face, and gave me some really great advice. 

We had a guest asking about GF options for 

soup and unfortunately none were on the 

menu... Joey had the genius idea to recom-

mend pot licker stew as an option. Thank you 

for always being joyful “Joey-ful”

Gram: Gram the busser did wonderful tonight. 

He was on his A game watering and breading 

tables, and always does a great job. Thank 

you! I appreciate you!

pm busser crew: The busters did an excellent 

job accommodating the mass amounts of 

people that we had today! Thank you for work-

ing well as a team, being lightning fast, and 

making everyone’s job easier! I appreciate you!

Keely: Keely is so awesome to work with. She 

helped me out when I was feeling overwhelmed 

today, and is always very attentive of the 10/4 

rule, greeting guests and making people smile. 

Thank you for the sunshine on a cloudy day!! 

Emma and Calvin: Calvin was a super big 

help to the host stand today. Emma also did a 

wonderful job bussing tables. Thank you both 

for your great team work!! 
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Rachel: Rachel was an amazing leader today. 

She did a great job of balancing her time and 

being helpful in multiple places at once. Thank 

you for all of your help at the host stand today,

mthrockmorton appreciates:
Jen k: Thank you Jen for letting us know that we 

need more code greens! You are always great at 

keeping us on track for appreciating each other 

and documenting our customer’s compliments!

angela: Angela heard me on the phone with 

guest who was asking about the New Deli 

Pickle and how much it would cost to ship, she 

came over to me and let me know the different 

options, and then I was able to offer the guest 

the jar of pickles from the Deli. The guest was 

thrilled! Thank you Angela!

daniel: Left on the Google reviews for ZMO: 

Daniel was extremely helpful when I called 

to order a gift basket this morning! I was in 

a hurry and didn’t have time review the large 

selection of items to customize a basket. He 

explained items with detail & experience- really 

well done. I let him know the reason for the gift, 

the number of people, and the need to have it 

delivered before 5:00 pm today. The gift basket 

was apparently delivered early & the timing 

worked-out perfectly for the recipients. We love 

to eat at Zingerman’s when we’re in Ann Arbor 

& I will definitely use this service to send gift 

baskets in the future! Way to go Daniel! Turning 

those greens into evergreens consistently using 

those 5 steps! Daniel definitely didn’t point this 

out to me because he didn’t want to submit his 

own code green. So sweet, giving me a task to 

do on this slow day!

Daniel: Daniel responded to one of the Holiday 

surveys which was a code red, and although the 

guest didn’t respond to his wonderful message, 

we received this message today:

Sorry I am so late replying to your letter. Your 

kind words and offer to refund is accepted. 

Taking my thoughts to heart is a big deal and 

goes a long way.

Great job turning a code red around! 

packaging and cheese: ZXI: 10, an enthusiastic 

10.

Thanks for taking such great care with packag-

ing. Separating the “smelliest” of the cheeses 

from all the other products was a great touch. 

Great job cheese and packaging!

Mail Order: Guest called to order a new Sour 

cream coffee cake for her daughter in Seattle 

who just LOVED the first one she got in Decem-

ber when she delivered her first child.

Guest wanted to let us know that the other 

items she ordered, flowers, other food, etc... 

were all messed up in some way, but the 

Midnight Feeding Goodie Box and coffee cake 

arrived on time and in amazing condition and 

she has been telling her friends all about how 

amazing we are.

angela: Angela made an amazing chocolate chip 

banana bread and shared it with those of us 

who aren’t on Keto right now (sorry Lynette and 

Angela!). It was AMAZING.

daniel: I’ve been having a rough couple days, 

and I know the next few days are going to be 

rough at my other job too, and I mentioned to 

Dan that I would totally buy one the chocolate 

sourdoughs if he put it in the booty bin cause 

carbs and sugar. He gave one to me out of the 

kindness of his heart. It really made me feel so 

much better about my day today.

pattie: The soda machine was out of all of my 

preferred caffeinated sodas, so when I asked 

Pattie who to talk to about it, she mentioned 

there might be more in the closet. Not only did 

she go get one for me, she also got me a glass 

with ice so I could drink it cold! Pattie, thank 

you. You and Daniel really made my day a 

million times better.

Nicole Meltzer appreciates:
Spike Oliver: For taking time out of your day to 

show me all the boxes. You rock!

rbarnard appreciates:
scaird, tstow: I just finished building my bee 

house. Can’t wait for bees to moving in! Big 

thank you to Tara and Steve for the great class 

on Mason bees. Very informative and fun.

Rairigh Drum appreciates:
Christine: Always asking for feedback and really 

striving to be great!

Katie: Love how seriously you take the 

brownie/cookie line.

Dan: Helps us with every little thing and so 

enthusiastic about cleaning the skinny closet!

Kyle: Great job in orientation and I can’t wait to 

see you on sales.

robert d appreciates:
greg wilder-romans: The way Greg communicat-

ed with customers-describing the foods, helping 

them out, was really pleasing and satisfying to 

watch. 

sammy appreciates:
keely, yelta, jilliam, larry, mark, kegan, james: I 

appreciate all my hosties and Keely cooperating 

and being efficient all night! Also, props to the 

bussers, all kicking ass!

kayla, tay: Hope everyone feels better!!

Keely: Keely is such a great door runner! She 

makes every shift amazing, and I love how well 

we work together!

greg: Lots of love to Greg! He is such an amaz-

ing server and I appreciate him!

Sam Greenwood raves about:
Mike Suthers: Mike “Check” Suthers selflessly 

took an hour out of his morning to watch me 

practice teaching Knife Safety on my path to 

teacher certification. Thanks, Check! I look 

forward to seeing your band “Running with 

Scissors” perform live.

skeough appreciates:
Sharon: Sharon brought in French Flashcards for 

me (um, my daughter), and they’re so cool! 

Thank you for thinking of me (I mean, my 

daughter).

pattie: Thanks to Pattie for taking over an 

order for a VIP. You’re always a model of great 

service!

taralyn brinks appreciates:
john timm: The level of excitement, enthusiasm, 

and friendliness that John Timm exudes on a 

daily basis is extremely refreshing and encourag-

ing. I appreciate you every day, friend! 

jim grosh: I just wanted to take a moment to 

appreciate Jim for patiently helping me so much 

in the past couple months in getting my health 

care set up efficiently! My year is so much 

better for it, and I truly appreciate all the help 

you have given me! 

TayGo appreciates:
sammy melton: Sammy’s passion for the 

roadhouse is infectious. She is a dedicated team 

players and brightens many staff member’s days 

every time she comes into work. I’m also super 

impressed with the leadership she has taken 

in training and with promoting retail. Love ya, 

Sammy!

tlaeder appreciates:
payroll: I’m always blown away by the service 

I receive from Payroll. As a process person, 

this is the most clearly communicated process 

department and I still have so much trouble 

obeying. Kim and Jen never scold me but kindly 

deal with my last minute requests. I respect 

the ladies very much that complete all of entry 

points of a persons paycheck and etc. (because 

there’s so damn much they do). Always happy 

and willing to help, I appreciate this department 

to the moon:)

tstow@zingermans.com appreciates:
durell wilson: Special shout out to my fellow 

kitchen captain who is always willing to jump in 

and help wherever, whenever.

We have had some great CI conversations this 

past week too. Love workin’ with you, Durell!

Thea Torek hands it to:
Erin: When you feel gloomy and your whole 

body hurts and someone hands you some of 

their secret chocolate stash...... No words!
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yelta appreciates:
alex, ari, lucas,taralyn: it was so great to 

have Ari stick around for so long tonight. His 

presence is so comforting and positive and 

even when things start to get hectic it’s always 

soothing to know he’s nearby. I love all of 

the staff, but I feel like we were especially on 

point tonight. LOVED having alex, john, and 

felipe all at once; had so much fun working 

tonight. lucas was ON TOP of everything, so 

genuinely kind and always willing to help. 

I’m so incredibly happy that he’s a part of our 

team. I’d be bereft not to mention that as I 

was finishing up my side work I dropped my 

ring and couldn’t find it. I searched for it for 

awhile but had thought it as good as gone, but 

as soon as taralyn and lucas found out what I 

was doing they jumped right in to help. they 

didn’t even hesitate. I left for a few minutes 

to go upstairs; when I returned a couple other 

people were also searching, and taralyn and 

lucas hadn’t given up. alex ended up finding 

it within .02 seconds like the god he is, for 

which I am SO grateful. even if they hadn’t 

found my ring, I have to say I was so touched 

and thankful that they searched as much as 

they did. they truly did not have to put that 

much effort into helping me, and the fact that 

they did seriously just warms my heart. sorry 

for the novella, but tonight was special and I 

just had to share. until tomorrow. <3

yelta! appreciates:
katie, marissa, kayla: Tonight was fantastic. I 

missed working with Katie; I’m so glad she’s 

feeling better and is back to her normal exu-

berant self! Working with Marissa is always so 

much fun, she is such a genuinely sweet and 

gentle person, always kind and such a huge 

help. I was so happy to see Kayla starting her 

serving, I know she will be a PHENOMENAL 

server and I’m so excited that she has the 

opportunity to do so. I missed having her when 

she was ill, and I’m so grateful she’s feeling 

better. It feels complete around here again! 

Until next time:-) 

yguthmann appreciates:
plambka: Pattie was just incredibly flexible 

about scheduling me next week. Thanks, 

Pattie!

sharon scott: Sharon picked up an order for a 

co-worker which was going to go stale sitting 

at her desk, and dropped it off on her way 

back home. Awesome!

jen konieczki: Jen took the time to show us 

newbies a new procedure, and to answer all 

our questions. Thanks, Jen!

ricky mccoy: Ricky spent time on his shift lead 

to show me new procedures: closing the booty 

bin and subbing, and made sure to answer all 

my questions. Thanks!

beth and stephanie: Beth and Stephanie keep 

answering all my questions, all of the time! 

Thank you, guys!

steve and jamie: Steve and Jamie dug out 

a City Ham to show me the label, so I could 

address a guest’s concerns about food safety. 

Thank you, guys!

pattie lambka: Thank you, Pattie, for the very 

kind note you attached to the Art of Giving 

Great Service book you gave me! Much 

appreciated!

chris glasow: Chris took over 3 hours to run 

me through his Coffee 101, and went above 

and beyond. His was an engrossing lecture, 

and a topic that I’m eager to learn a lot more 

about!

The Creamery appreciates:
Roxanne to Keith for staying late to finish 

packing so much cheese

Keith to Roxanne, Emma, and Tessie - all those 

orders wouldn’t have been possible without 

everyone’s help.

Ari to Retail for making the Cream Top Shop 

look beautiful

Paul to Emma for jumping into logistics 

Paul to Bert for being comfortable letting 

someone else take over logistics which she 

had to be out

Bert to everyone for doing tons of work while 

she was out, and for setting her up for success 

when she came out

Paul to Roxanne and Keith for working long 

hours in logistics

Ari to the Raclette for being super tasty

Jerry to Bert for helping out last Thursday

Ari to Kim at D4P, we function better for all the 

work on our health care, which far over some 

of our heads:)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO KEITH (and Roxanne)

HAPPY 10 YEAR ANNIVERSARY (plus 2 years 

at zmo, but apparently we don’t count that) 

TO TESSIE

Everyone to Jerry for keeping us on time!

Rick Strutz appreciates: 
Sean H & Co. for moving forward with sup 

meeting

Andrew, Jamie, Reina & Jenny for all your 

work with Mac & Chz Mondays , CB & Cabb 

...It’s picking up speed and getting some 

nice press!! Lynn nice GNP on - Open Book 

Madness!

All 6 KATA groups- thank you for making a 

difference...OAD, Cook Time, Bread -Squad, 

Labor, Replenish, and now Brownies, 

Jamie for continuous improvement ea. Monday 

is better.

Marshall - 4PKG experiment! Thank you for 

giving it a go

Robby G - You have forever changed our 

organization in so many positive ways, thank 

you!

Nancy R KDA & Neighborhood beautification 

leadership.

Thanks to Mark F & Bensky, Love You!

Garrison for MAC Monday Get You Some 

video!

Carole for her work with BOB classes and, 

ROSS and so many other student groups.

Court for being a Kata learner and for perfect 

schedule timing!

Mike for great retail report at all staff huddle!

Erin for going all Kata crazy

Jenny Hall & Co-Kid Classes are selling out and 

after party $$ are pretty great  too

Nicole - excellent shift goals with scary 

results! You get what you plan for...very very 

impressive.

Kim Kopka - thanks for coming to play at labor 

kata.

Bill D- herard a few sketches are floating 

around of our campus...a 15 year dream, on 

the verge of coming true, SO Exciting...you 

don’t even know.

Kim S & D4P for wonderful Benefits parties, 

I think you need to try to increase the energy 

though, kinda soft, quiet and low key, maybe 

think about amp’n it up!

Kate & Nancy and Co- purple rain event WOW!

All 234 Deli peeps who helped get us to the 

finals for Outstanding Service

JBF Awards... complete confirmation that this 

is a noble profession.

Ari appreciates: 
everyone who did all the work on the beautiful 

new bakeshop

kristie for all her work as service steward

marshall and the deli crew for all the help with 

the tastings

everyone at the roadhouse . . . for all you do! 

thank YOU!

maddie for being in the managing ourselves 

seminar

the miss kim crew for consistently making bet-

ter and better food and experiences for guests!

the deli merch collective for all they do

ann for co teaching with me

mara for all her help

the creamery crew for all their good work to 

make such amazing cheese and gelato

the candy co for landing that HUGE TR order!

everyone at the zingnet for serving the zcob 

so diligently

the camp bacon crew! you rock!



BIRTHDAYS ANNIVERSARIES
HAYCOX, KATHRYN  4/2

KELLY, GRAHAM   4/2

ROBERTS, CHRISTINA  4/2

SCHLENKE, JOSEPH  4/2

TIPTON, JONATHAN  4/2

KIM, NICHOLAS   4/3

SCHOTT-NOONAN, DECKER 4/3

BUTCHART, MAUREEN  4/5

JONES, JAVION  4/5

LESZ, MELISSA   4/5

MEYERS, DEANNA   4/5

PRICE, RHIANNON  4/5

ADAMS, SCOTT  4/6

BARRIOS, ESTELA  4/7

THATAI, JESSICA   4/7

VANDERVENNET, GEORGE  4/7

WALKOWIAK, DAWN  4/7

ABOLIO, AURORA   4/8

MENDEZ LOPEZ, MARIA 4/8

COLEMAN-BREWER, ANDREW 4/9

GRENHAM, RUSSELL 4/9

KWIATKOWSKI, ALISE 4/9

RESSLER, ERIC   4/9

MEIGGS, WAYNE   4/10

ZERNICKE, STACIE   4/10

ANDERSON, GABRIEL  4/11

BELZ, AMY   4/11

HALL, MORGAN   4/11

STRATOS, CALEB   4/11

DRUM, RAIRIGH   4/12

VICKERS, REBECCA   4/12

CLARK, PAUL   4/13

CLARK, TYLER  4/13

BERGER, AMY  4/15

BODARY, MATTHEW  4/15

WOLFE, TRACIE   4/15

FUKIHARA, ALINE   4/16

OCHS, JEFFREY   4/16

SHEPARD, KAREN  4/16

NEYMAN, KONSTANTIN  4/17

AVERSA, JESSICA   4/18

REED, MONET  4/18

HOLT, KATHLEEN   4/19

KONWINSKI, JACKSON  4/19

CAPUANO, JOSEPH  4/20

FAN, YIN    4/20

MACKELLAR, JESSE   4/20

WOLFF, ERIC   4/20

BOWER, RANDY   4/21

PARSON, MELVIN  4/22

SCOTT, SHARON  4/22

WOLAN, THOMAS   4/23

BENSKEY, MICHAEL  4/25

CAMPBELL-FOX, GAELAN  4/25

GIES, JOHN-FRANCIS  4/25

CHAPMAN, ELSHA   4/28

GALLANT, KATHERINE  4/28

EVERS, JACKIE   4/29

MENGE, ALLISON   4/29

ROLFE-CHIN, JOHN  4/29

  

16 YEARS
Stacy Bay, Bakehouse

13 YEARS
Stephanie Gasinski, Bakehouse

Ryan Stiner, Service Network

11 YEARS
Kandie Waggoner, Bakehouse

William Marshall, Deli

10 YEARS
Estela Barrios, Roadhouse

9 YEARS
Sarah Mays, Roadhouse

8 YEARS
Erika Digaetano, Deli

Jackson Konwinski, Deli

7 YEARS
Valerie Neff-Rasmussen,

Mail Order

6 YEARS
Michael Kellogg, Deli

Brittany Carter, Deli

Arturo Ortiz, Roadhouse

Laura Fulton, Roadhouse

Kacey McDonnell, Roadhouse

Haley Gurney, Roadhouse

Nicole Psimer, Roadhouse

5 YEARS
Stephanie Louie, Bakehouse

Sarah Michael, Deli

Serena Giza, Roadhouse

Stacie Zernicke, Roadhouse

4 YEARS
Wendy Buchel, Deli

Lauren Korany, Deli

Josh Quinn, Deli

Jami Hull, Roadhouse

Samantha Rodriquez, Roadhouse

Timo Anderson, ZingTrain

3 YEARS
Ellen Gibbons, Bakehouse

Salina Loughlin, Candy

Jacob Childrey, Deli

Rebecca Fernandez, Deli

Mark Fate, Deli

2 YEARS
Samantha Rinard, Bakehouse

Chelsea Shaw, Bakehouse

Patrick Grucelski, Bakehouse

Edward Jin, Bakehouse

DeKeeya Howard, Bakehouse

Kevin Lambert, Bakehouse

Holly Maxwell, Bakehouse

Gregory Schepers, Coffee

Susan Christensen, Deli

Garrison Hammond, Deli

Corinne Bruder, Deli

Nia Hallom, Deli

Mikayla Warner, Deli

Jason Considine, Deli

Amanda Trowbridge, Roadhouse

Zachary Milner, Roadhouse

1 YEAR
Robert McCary, Bakehouse

Kelly Zelna, Bakehouse

Caleb Stratos, Deli

Michael Rolfe, Deli

Nils Wilcoxen, Deli

Eric Atkins, Mail Order

Richard Bake IV, Mail Order

Sam Greenwood, Mail Order

William Penner-Hahn, Mail Order

Karen Shepard, Mail Order

Durell Wilson Jr., Mail Order

Alexandra Sherman, Mail Order

Kegan Mahar, Roadhouse

James Nedeltchev, Roadhouse

Monica Nedeltchev, Roadhouse

Aline Fukihara, Zing Train

Jennifer Yim, Zing Train

6 MONTHS
Thomas Nabozny, Bakehouse

Leigh Thornton, Bakehouse

Craig Averill, Bakehouse

Zachary Barrett, Bakehouse

Brandon Knox, Bakehouse

Sarah Haas, Deli

Christopher Freeman, Deli

William Richard, Deli

Sue Moulds, Deli

Scott Nielsen, Miss Kim

Andrew Coleman-Brewer, Miss Kim

Lila Griffith, Roadhouse

Valerie Hall, Roadhouse

Bricion Patterson, Roadhouse

George Vandervenner, Service 

Network
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ACCIDENT REPORT:
FEBRUARY

Total Number of Accidents
17 in February 2017, 14 in February 2018

1 accident in
February 2017

1 accident in
February 2018

20
18

20
17

20
18

20
17

20
18

20
17

20
18

20
17

20
18

20
17

RECALL NOTICE

Carry a Tray, the Ergo Way

Most of us will have the opportunity of carrying a tray of food here in the ZCoB, 
some of us more than others! 

Servers at the RH, Deli runners, and caterers  , do this repeat-
edly as part of their jobs. But whether it’s a daily task or occa-
sionally it’s always important to be aware of your posture and 

how you are carrying  the tray .  
 

 Prevention is always the best medicine 
so be careful when you’re working and 
put your body first!
  
 

Follow these tips for carrying trays:

• Make sure the tray is clean and dry before loading it up
• Carry fewer plates and items at once and make multiple trips if needed
• Bend at the knees when lowering and removing items rather than using 

your back
• Balance the load and place heavy items close to the center
• Carry the tray as close to the body as possible
• Carry a loaded tray with your shoulder, arm, and hand in a neutral position
• Carry trays with a straight wrist and do not bend it
• Balance the tray on both your arm and hand.
• Support the weight of the tray on the hand and forearm not the wrist
• Keep your upper arm vertical while carrying a tray
• Don’t lift anything that is too heavy for you – lighten the load first
• Alternate hands used to carry items and large trays

ERGO CORNER

WINNER:
JACK SHLEICK

Nominated By: Bert Bisset
 
I noticed the SDS book needed some updating, I asked Jack if he could take care of it. A 
few hours later, the book was all updated and alphabetically tabbed. Thanks to Jack for 
making the Creamery a safe place to work.

8

For more information go to: 
ergonomicsfix.com/ergonomics-for- 

restaurant-employees-carrying-trays/
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ACCIDENT REPORT:
FEBRUARY

REARVIEW MIRROR

RECALL NOTICE

Fire Extinguishers are a vital part of any home safety 
program. It’s recommended that there be at least one 
per floor and one in the kitchen as well as one in the 
garage or shop. These should be checked regularly 
to make sure they are fully charged and have not 
expired. Now you should check them to see if they 
are potentially defective and to see if you can get a 
free replacement.

This product recall involves two styles of Kidde dispos-
able fire extinguishers, plastic handle fire extinguishers 
and plastic push-button fire extinguishers. The were sold 
under the Kidde, Sears, Montgomery Wards, Traveler, 
Fire Away, Honeywell,  and Quell brands, among others.

The good news is Kidde is sending free replacements if 
your extinguisher is affected.

How do you find out if your fire extinguishers are 
being recalled and how do you claim a replace-
ment?  Contact, Kidde toll-free at 855-271-0773 from 
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. ET Monday through Friday, 9 
a.m. to 3 p.m. ET Saturday and Sunday, or online 
atkidde.com and click on “Product Safety Recall” 
for more information. 

Additional information can also be found on the 
Consumer Product Safety Commission’s Recall 

web page.

One of the largest manufacturers of home fire extinguishers, Kidde, 

is recalling millions of units manufactured between 1973 and 2015.

Construction Season in the Mitten

Everyone knows the old joke about there being two seasons in Michigan: winter 
and construction!
Well, winter is ending and construction season is starting and with Fifth Avenue 
and Detroit street being worked on starting this month there will be plenty of 
road construction impacting the ZCoB.
 

So here are some things the State of Michigan would like us all to know 
about construction zones:

1. Watch for construction signs, they are diamond shaped with black lettering 
on either orange or yellow background

2. Fines are doubled in construction zones, and tickets come with more points 
on your license

3. Speed limit in construction zones is 45 MPH unless otherwise noted

4. Drive defensively, pay attention and keep an eye out for construction  
 workers and equipment

5. Merge to through the lane as soon as possible. If you wait until the lane ends 
Michigan law dictates that the through traffic lane is not required to let you in 
and you must yield until you can safely merge to the through traffic lane. 

6. Be patient
 
BE SAFE OUT THERE!!
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At Zingerman’s, we support a new mother’s commitment to breastfeeding her 

nursing child. We ensure that any new mother on staff who is breastfeeding has 

the time and place to express breast milk while at work.

At Zingerman’s, following the birth of her child, an employee is eligible to:
 
•  Use a regular paid break to express milk.  She will be compensated in the  
 same way and for the same duration as other employees are compensated for  
 paid breaks.

• Take one additional paid break of up to 30 minutes to express milk for her 
 newborn for the first 90 days after she returns to work.

•  Take additional reasonable unpaid breaks to express milk beyond points 1. and 2.  
 above, for one year after the child’s birth. In this instance, the employee must  
 work with the manager on shift to plan for her absence from her work assign 
 ment and she must punch out for each unpaid break.
 
Zingerman’s also provides a private place, other than a bathroom, that is shielded 
from view and free from intrusion from coworkers and the public, in which to express 
breast milk. 
 

Nursing Mothers Destinations Around the ZCoB
 
Delicatessen:    Facilities room on the second floor of the Deli Addition

Greyline:  See Event Manager or Venue Manager for access to room
 
Bakehouse:    Zing Net location; After hours Frank & Amy’s office
 
ZingTrain:    Zing Net location; Small Closet in Women’s Bathroom
 
Mail Order:   Office space at 720
 
Creamery:   Zing Net location
 
Roadhouse:   Room in basement across from Accounting Office
 
Coffee:   Zing Net location
 
Candy:   Zing Net location
 
Cornman Farms:  Getting Ready Room, Upstairs Farmhouse
 
Miss Kim:   Locker Room
 
ZingNet:   Room in the Creative Services Office
 

Refrigeration available at most locations, see your Manager for details.

NURSING MOTHERS
IN THE WORKPLACE
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service awards
Sean Hartwig - Deli
While setting up for a Coffee demo at the Deli, I was informed that due 
to an oversight, the Deli did not have any retail bags of the Coffee I was 
to sample (the March Roaster’s pick-Honduras Pablo Paz). Deli personnel 
relayed that indeed bags were ordered and would not arrive till later in 
the afternoon with their Coffee delivery. What to do, what to do.... My first 
instincts were to go to a plan B and sample a coffee that had a large back-
stock or head back to Coffee Co to retrieve bags. The retrieving of bags was 
not an option, would have delayed demo for 90 minutes. Unbeknownst to 
me Sean Hartwig, Deli Retail Manager extraordinaire, had overheard the 
discussion and was silently donning his superhero outfit. He confidently 
made his grand entry and stated “fear not mortals, I will make the treacher-
ous journey and bring back the bags in need.” Within 30 minutes, our hero 
had returned with the retail bags. To insure superhero status, Sean went 
above and beyond to pick up the entirety of the Deli’s order. Talk about 
great service! Sean definitely saved the day and the demo. 

Angela Watts - ZMO
Time and time and time and time again Angela wows me with her fantastic 
internal service. She’s so good, she Scotty Pippens me into feeling like MJ 
on a day to day basis by facilitating my successes. When I turn to give the 
high five, she’s off dunking on the tasks and room expectations so hard 
I’m like, “I thought I was MJ but actually Pippen is Pippen and also MJ holy 
cow!” We sit on opposite sides of the room, but it’s the greatest pleasure of 
my day to hear her soothing service voice weave through the often chaotic 
room. Those melodious tones turn our phone script into the opening bars 
of a great external service aria, and I can sleep easy knowing she’s makes 
sales for us instead of Zabar’s. That’s because she’s no one-trick-pony, she’s 
an internal/external service unicorn.When it’s PL o’clock, she leads those 
sweet processes with an air of grace and impressive effortlessness that 
leaves me scratching my head when I try to pull the same stunts on my own 
PL shifts. Luckily, she’s always there to help me out and make me look good 
in front of the warehouse people. When a pocket sized hole and a botched 
stitch job threaten to ruin my day and thus my capacity for service, she 
dives in with a needle and thread and patches my jacket and spirit in one 
fell stab. She may be a Jedi because she can sense when my energy isn’t as 
high as it could be and waves the light saber of internal service to keep the 
energy lampreys away. Angela is so good at what she does that I can barely 
bring my powers of documentation to any fruitful result through a code 
green, but here I am trying to make it happen. Thank you, Angela, for being 
the Pippen - MJ - greatest ever born-external service unicorn-PLQueen-
Great Service Evergreen-Jacket repair - always there - hero-of-the-service-
center. Thank you. 

Jamie Ticknor - ZMO
I had the most amazing and experience with my secret valentine this year. 
She knew everything I liked and was VERY generous. The thing that was the 
icing on the cake was the message she wrote in my last card!  It touched my 
heart so much.  Jamie T is an amazing person and I am so happy that I have 
become to know her even better. She has a heart of gold and made me feel 
like I am a special person as well.  I can’t wait to cook new things in my new 
Air Fryer. I can already taste the homemade cream cheese and jalapeno 
wonton rolls that are lower in fat! Thank you Jamie for making this the best 
Valentine’s day I have had in over a decade!

Nancy Leat - RH
Nancy L. is so sweet! We always talk clothes and once in a while Nancy will 
surprise me with an article of clothing of hers that she thinks will fit me or 
look really good on me. Today she brought me a pair of Levis jeans that are 
super cute. Thanks for being generous and for thinking of me, Nancypants! 

INTERNAL SERVICE STAR
Jamie Sharky - Bakehouse
Nominated by: Timo Anderson - ZingTrain
Jamie’s energy and connection grabbed us first, and then her intense 10/4 usage 
on the student I had brought with me was amazing. She fully engaged with the 
student while being aware of the two program leaders and inviting them all to 
taste the mind altering Patti Pockets (they talked about them all the way down 
the sidewalk). The added touch of a bag for the left over 1/4’s of the leftover 
brownie and pockets only made the students smile grow further. You did 
EVERYTHING that I had just shared in the service class. Thank you!

EXTERNAL SERVICE STAR
Emily Hiber - Deli
Nominated by: Jessica Thatai - Deli Catering
Wednesday afternoon I looked out my 2nd floor window in the Deli to see a 
man struggling to free his car from the snowy/ icy street parking on Detroit 
street.  Emily H was walking down the sidewalk (after her shift) and stopped to 
help him!  She backed out his car while he pushed from the front.  Once free he 
took out his wallet to offer reimbursement for effort, but I she declined.  Emily 
is always offering amazing customer service, and is an excellent representation 
of our values even off shift.  

EVERGREEN SERVICE AWARD:
Joe Schlenke - Roadhouse
Nominated by: Emily McHugh - Roadhouse
Joe did a great job this morning assisting a guest that was dealing with some-
thing very tragic and personal. He walked her through our menu and helped 
her order sandwich platters, he stepped on loboy to help them make a large 
number of special sandwiches to make sure the guest got on her way quickly, 
and his demeanor towards her was very comforting. It was some spectacular 
service to witness.

EVERGREEN NOMINATOR
Daniel Ackerman - ZMO

Submit to 
greatservice@zingermans.com  
or your business’ Great Service

representative!

THIS MONTH'S 
DEADLINE FOR 

AWARD NOMINATIONS:  

APRIL 11april
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Afrim 

Ashini Harris 

Alex 

Alex Rolfes 

Alex Sherman  

Amy R  

Angela “Watty” Watts 

Arianna Tellez 

Ashini 

Ayah T 

Bell and Keely  

Beth Holloway 

Bob Bennet  

Bowser  

Brandon 

Brian Gargol 

Caitlin Doyle

Casey Cromas 

Catherine Chansard 

Cathy Crews  

Chris R and Elsha  

Chris Robert 

Corey and Drew 

Daniel 

Danny Merkel 

Dawn  

Elph and Russell 

Emily Hiber 

Emily Moy 

Emma Wurster 

Enrique 

Erika  Strup 

Evan Griffith 

Felipé Diaz 

Gaelan Campbell-Fox  

Jakub Hann  

James (busser) 

James N  

Jamie T and Brent 

Jamie Ticknor 

Jami H 

Jenk and Jamie 

Jen Konieczki 

Jess Janicek 

Jewish Rye 

Ji Hye 

Jimbo (jim B) 

Jen Konieczki 

Jamie Leboeuf 

Joe Maino  

Joe Schlenke 

Joey Quick 

John Tipton

Joseph Maino 

Joan Penner-Hahn 

Kaile Sniderman 

Katie and Audrey 

Kelley K & Tom W 

Kelly Nugent 

Kyra Brandon 

Laura F  

Lila Griffith  

Lucas Tasker 

Lynette Christian 

Maddie 

Mandie 

Marcy Harris

Margaret Throckmorton  

Mark Solo  

Matthew Bondary 

Melissa Scheu & Deli Catering 

Michael Puente 

Michael Smith 

Mike Suthers 

Monica 

Morgan 

Nancy Leat 

Newsletter 

Nikki 

Olivia Chadwick 

Patti Lambka 

Randy Bower 

Randy Brown 

Ricky McCoy 

Robinn 

Sam Greenwood 

Sarah B 

Steve Caird 

Sean Hartwig 

Sharon Kramer 

Sharon Scott 

Sharon the Saint 

Simon Anderson 

Stephanie Keough 

Spike Oliver  

Stephen Adams 

Taralyn  

Tim and Brent 

Tobie 

Will Penner-Hahn 

Yelta  

Yonathan Guthmann  

ZMO and Bakehouse 

service awards
SERVICE STAR NOMINATIONS


